
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of hedge fund services. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for hedge fund services

Work directly with clients to understand their business needs and provide
solutions Identify process gaps, work with internal resources to create
detailed BRDs
Coordinate testing and releases with internal IT and vendors Implement
process improvements to increase efficiencies
Perform other related duties as required Work with the Reconciliation &
Control team to ensure the accuracy of internal books and records
Work with clients and technology teams to on board new fixed income and
whole loan portfolios utilizing various internal and vendor systems
Analyze monthly servicer statements to determine lifecycle event data
attributes of pools of whole loans and individual whole loans
Monitor and maintain client whole loan, REO and REMIC positions to help
ensure accurate P&L and reduce risk
Manage a small but growing team of partners within Global Operations
responsible for lifecycle event processing, trade break resolution and middle
office trade support for NTHFS clients for asset types including but not
limited to bank loans and related SWAPS, trade claims, private fixed income
and private equity
Participate in the hiring process, train newer partners, and oversee internal
processes and controls in addition to providing direct coverage for some
clients
Perform all employee related administrative duties including but not limited
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to business continuity planning and testing and compliance with internal and
external audit requests
Act as point of escalation for all client issues for the Bank Debt team for
external clients internal inquiries from other teams including but not limited
to Accounting, Risk, Relationship Management, Financial Control and
Business Unit Control

Qualifications for hedge fund services

O Minimum of 5 years operations experience working with fixed income
securities
Work closely with implementation teams to coordinate and oversee the on-
board new client portfolios, back-loading tax lots and historical activity onto
internal books and records and Wall Street Office
Bank Debt/Leveraged Loan operations experience
Proactively investigate breaks and settlement differences with internal and
external partners bringing issues to a timely resolution
Prepare to gain a comprehensive understanding of the trade lifecycle by
interacting with Client reps, salespeople and other operations teams in
addition to legal, compliance, risk and credit teams in order to work toward
the shared goal of risk mitigation and client service excellence
Partner with a team of functional experts across the globe to ensure clients
trading in synthetic and vanilla cash products get the best service possible


